An image-based 3D planning environment for hemicricolaryngectomy and reconstruction by tracheal autotransplantation.
A new conservation method for unilateral glottal cancer with significant subglottal extension consists of a hemicricolaryngectomy and subsequent reconstruction of the laryngeal defect with a transferable patch of revascularized cervical trachea. In order to restore the three crucial functions of the larynx - airway patency, speech, and swallowing--the reconstructed larynx should resemble a situation with one paralyzed and one intact vocal fold at the glottal level. We hypothesize that this result can be achieved when the tracheal patch meets a typical surgical constraint--the so-called paramedian position at the glottal level - and when the patch is rigidly applied. This hypothesis was tested by developing and using an image-based planning system in a number of situations. An image-based surgery simulator was developed according to the working hypothesis. To validate the transfer from planning towards actual surgery, a cadaver study was set up. Based on a patient case-study, the sufficiency of the hypothesis for obtaining good functional results was evaluated. Finally, post-operative images of patients who were doing well after being operated without pre-operative planning were compared with retrospective planning to check the necessity of the hypothesis in obtaining good functionality of the neolarynx. We were able to design an efficient surgery simulator. The transfer from planning towards actual surgery is accurate, and satisfactory functional results were obtained from the patient case-study. The results from the retrospective planning showed that the hypothesis is not necessary to obtain good functional results, and that the smallest possible resection is preferred from the oncological point of view. The working hypothesis is sufficient for good functional results, but is unnecessary and often undesirable from an oncological point of view. Important lessons are drawn concerning our long-term goal of pre-operative determination of the shape and position of a tracheal patch suitable for optimizing the (neo-) laryngeal functions.